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Withdrawn
Note – All new or changed text in this corrigendum is underlined and deleted text is struck through in clauses being replaced. When merging all such text into the base Recommendation, the underlining is to be removed and the struck through text is to be removed.

1) Subclauses 21.15, 21.15.1, 21.15.2, 22.9.1.1, 22.9.1.4, 22.9.1.7, 22.9.1.8, 22.9.1.9, 23.1.1, 23.2.1, 23.3.1, 23.4.1, 23.5.1, 23.7.1, 23.8.1, 23.9.1, 23.11.1, 23.13.1 and 23.14.1, and the Table of Contents

In the above subclauses, and in the Table of Contents, replace all the occurrences of "HandleValue" with "HandleValueSet".

2) Subclauses 22.9.1.1, 22.9.1.2, 23.1.1, 23.2.1, 23.3.1, 23.4.1, 23.5.1, 23.7.1, 23.8.1, 23.9.1, 23.11.1, 23.13.1 and 23.14.1

In the above subclauses, replace all the occurrences of "&handle-value" with "&handle-value-set".

3) New subclause 3.2.26 bis

Insert a new subclause 3.2.26 bis as follows:

3.2.26 bis handle value set: The specified set of all possible values of the identification handle that is exhibited by an encoding object.

4) Subclause 3.2.27

Replace subclause 3.2.27 as follows:

3.2.27 identification handle: Part of an encoding which serves to distinguish the encodings of one encoding object (of a given class) from those of other encoding objects (of other classes).

Note – The ASN.1 Basic Encoding Rules use tags to provide identification handles in BER encodings.

5) Subclause 3.2.38

Replace the Note in subclause 3.2.38 as follows:

Note – Recursive definition of an encoding class (including an encoding structure) or an encoding object is permitted (but see 17.1.4). Recursive definition of an encoding object or an encoding object set is forbidden by 17.1.4 and 18.1.3 respectively.

6) Subclause 3.2.39

Replace the Note in subclause 3.2.39 as follows:
NOTE – Recursive instantiation of an encoding class (including an encoding structure) is permitted (but see 17.1.4). Recursive instantiation of an encoding object or an encoding object-set is forbidden by 17.1.4 and 18.1.3 respectively.

7) Subclause 9.10.3

Replace subclause 9.10.3 as follows:

9.10.3 A third key feature is that an encoding object may exhibit an identification handle in its encodings. This is a part (consisting of a fixed set of bit positions) of all the encodings that it produces and distinguishes itself from the encodings produced by other encoding objects (of any class) that exhibit the same identification handle. Identification handles have to be a name and are visible to decoders without knowledge of either the encoding class or the abstract value that was encoded (but with knowledge of the name of the identification handle that is being used). This concept models (and generalizes) the use of tags in BER encodings: the tag value in BER can be determined without knowledge of the encoding class, for all BER encodings, and serves to identify the encoding for resolution of optionality, ordering of sets, termination of repetitions, and choice alternatives.

8) Subclause 9.13.3

Replace subclause 9.13.3 as follows:

9.13.3 In addition to terminating repetitions, the identification handle technique can also be used to determine the presence of optional components or of alternatives and the ordering of sets. The mechanism is similar in all these cases. Encodings for all values of any given "possible next class" encoding will have the same bit pattern (their identification) at some place in their encoding (the handle), but the identification for different "possible next class" encodings will be different for each one. Given an encoding class that is a "possible next class" and an encoding object applied to it, any encoding produced will contain, at some bit positions (the identification handle), a bit pattern that matches a bit pattern within a specified set of bit patterns (the handle value set) characterizing that class, but does not match any bit pattern characterizing any other "possible next class". All such encodings can be interpreted by a decoder as an encoding of any a "possible next class", and the identification for the handle bit pattern found in the encoding will determine which "possible next class" encoding is present. The concept is similar to that of using tags for such purposes in BER. Identification handles have names that are required to be unique within an ECN specification.

9) Subclause 13.2.12

Replace subclause 13.2.12 as follows:

13.2.12 In the encoding process, encoding objects applied to encoding constructors (and to classes in the optionality category) may require that the encoding objects applied to their components of the constructions defined by those constructors exhibit identification handles (of a given name) to resolve alternatives, or optionality, or termination of a repetition, or order in a set-like concatenation. If in this case the encodings of the components do not exhibit the required identification handle(s) they may also require that the encoding objects applied to other encoding classes (following those constructions) exhibit the same identification handle, and that the handle value sets of all the involved encoding objects (exhibiting the same handle) be all disjoint. If these conditions are not satisfied, then the ECN specification is in error.

NOTE – This problem is most likely to arise if BER encoding objects are applied to encoding constructors and not to their components, as BER is heavily reliant on identification handles. PER encoding objects make no use of identification handles.

10) Subclause 17.1.4

Replace subclause 17.1.4 with the following:

17.1.4 There shall be no recursive definition (see 3.2.38) of an "encodingobjectreference", and there shall be no recursive instantiation (see 3.2.39) of an "encodingobjectreference" if these recursions lead to an infinite recursion in the definition of the encoding.

11) Subclause 17.1.6

Delete the last sentence of subclause 17.1.6. The subclause will become:
17.1.6 "DefinedEncodingObject" identifies an encoding object and is specified in 10.9.2. The "DefinedEncodingObject" shall be of the same encoding class as the governor, or of a class which can be obtained from the governor by de-referencing.

12) Subclause 17.2.6

Replace subclause 17.2.6 with the following:

17.2.6 The "DefinedSyntax" notation specifies whether the encoding object reference being defined exhibits an identification handle.

13) Subclause 17.3.6

Replace subclause 17.3.6 with the following:

17.3.6 In the application of encodings specified in clause 13, there is an encoding object (A say) which produces the first bit-field in the resulting encoding. The "encodingobjectreference" being defined Call E is the encoding object (within the "CombinedEncodings") which is applied to the governor class. If the encoding object E exhibits an identification handle if and only if the encoding object A exhibits that identification (with a given handle value set), then the encoding object being defined (see 17.1.5) exhibits the same identification handle as E (with the same handle value set); otherwise, it does not exhibit a handle.

14) Subclause 17.4.8

Replace subclause 17.4.8 with the following:

17.4.8 If the "EncodingObject" alternative of "ValueMappingEncodingObjects" is used, then the "encodingobjectreference" Call E is the encoding object which is applied to the "DefinedOrBuiltInEncodingClass". If the encoding object E exhibits an identification handle (with a given handle value set), then the encoding object being defined (see 17.1.5) exhibits an identification handle if and only if the "EncodingObject" exhibits that identification handle. The same identification handle as E (with the same handle value set); otherwise, it does not exhibit a handle.

NOTE – The encoding object E may be either the "EncodingObject" in the "ValueMappingEncodingObjects", or a member of the "DefinedOrBuiltInEncodingObjectSet" Alternative of "ValueMappingEncodingObjects" is used to define the encoding of the "DefinedOrBuiltInEncodingClass", then determination of whether the "encodingobjectreference" exhibits an identification handle is in accordance with 17.3.6.

15) Subclause 17.5.4

Replace subclause 17.5.4 with the following:

17.5.4 If the "ComponentEncodingList" is not empty, then the encoding object applied to the governing encoding constructor (whether from "STRUCTURED WITH StructureEncoding" or from "CombinedEncodings") shall not specify any replacement actions.

16) Subclause 17.5.16

Replace subclause 17.5.16 with the following:

17.5.16 Determination of whether the "encodingobjectreference" encoding object being defined (see 17.1.5) exhibits an identification handle is in accordance with 17.3.6, shall be done as follows:

a) if the "TagEncoding" is present in "StructureEncoding", call E the encoding object which is applied to the encoding class in the tag category; or

b) if the "TagEncoding" is not present in "StructureEncoding", call E the encoding object which is applied to the governing encoding constructor (this may be either the "EncodingObject" in the "EncodingOrUseSet" in the "StructureEncoding", or may be a member of the "CombinedEncodings").

If the encoding object E exhibits an identification handle (with a given handle value set), then the encoding object being defined exhibits the same identification handle as E (with the same handle value set); otherwise, it does not exhibit a handle.
17) Subclause 17.6.5

Replace subclause 17.6.5 with the following:

17.6.5 The "encodingobjectreference" being defined exhibits an identification handle if and only if the same identification handle is being exhibited by the "SpecForEncoding" and by the "SpecForDecoders" exhibit the same identification handle with the same handle value set, then the encoding object being defined (see 17.1.5) exhibits that identification handle (with the same handle value set); otherwise, it does not exhibit a handle.

18) Subclause 17.7.3

Replace subclause 17.7.3 with the following:

17.7.3 The "AlternativesEncodingObject" shall be an encoding object of any class in the alternatives category, and encoders and decoders shall use the encodings and procedures specified by that encoding object as if the encoding options were encodings for components of an instance of that class. The "AlternativesEncodingObject" shall not contain a REPLACE specification (see 23.1.1). The DETERMINED BY parameter shall be set to handle, and an identification handle shall be specified.

NOTE – If the "AlternativesEncodingObject" is parameterized with a reference field parameter, then the "encodingobjectreference" being defined has to be parameterized with a dummy reference field parameter that is used as the actual parameter for the AlternativesEncodingObject".

19) Subclause 17.7.4

Replace subclause 17.7.4 with the following:

17.7.4 All "EncodingObject"s in the "EncodingOptionsList" shall exhibit that identification handle, and their handle value sets shall all be disjoint.

20) New subclause 17.7.4 bis

Insert a new subclause 17.7.4 bis as follows:

17.7.4 bis If the "AlternativesEncodingObject" exhibits an identification handle (with a given handle value set), then the encoding object being defined (see 17.1.5) exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set); otherwise, it does not exhibit a handle.

NOTE – The identification handle exhibited by the "AlternativesEncodingObject" (if any) is unrelated to the identification handle exhibited by the "EncodingObject"s in the "EncodingOptionsList", even if they have the same name.

21) Subclause 17.8.6

Replace subclause 17.8.6 with the following:

17.8.6 An identification handle (with a given handle value set) is exhibited by the "encodingobjectreference" encoding object being defined (see 17.1.5) if and only if the "anystringexceptnonecnend" specifies that it does so. The means of such specification is not defined in this Recommendation | International Standard.

22) Subclause 18.1.3

Replace subclause 18.1.3 with the following:

18.1.3 There shall be no recursive definition (see 3.2.38) of an "encodingclassreference" encodingobjectsetreference", and there shall be no recursive instantiation (see 3.2.39) of an "encodingclassreference encodingobjectsetreference".
23) **Subclause 21.5.7**

Replace subclause 21.5.7 with the following (splitting the text into a subclause 21.5.7 and a new subclause 21.5.7 bis):

**21.5.7** The value "handle" requires that an identification handle be specified. This identification handle shall be exhibited both by the encoding object for the optional component and by any the encoding object applied to each possible alternative encoding class that can follow if this optional component is absent, and the value of the handle shall be different for the encoding of the optional component and all possible alternative encodings that can follow. Each possible alternative encoding class may be a component of the concatenation containing the optional component, or may be an encoding class following the concatenation. The handle value sets specified by all the involved encoding objects (exhibiting the same identification handle) shall all be disjoint.

NOTE – Every abstract value of a given component is required to have a handle value matching the specified handle value set (see 22.9.2.2).

**21.5.7 bis** If the end of any open container (or the end of the PDU) is detected at the time a decoder is attempting to detect the presence or absence of this optional component, then the decoder shall determine that the optional component is absent. Otherwise, the decoder shall determine that the component is present if and only if decoding the remaining parts of the encoding produces a value for the specified identification handle which matches the handle value set of the optional component. It is an ECN specification error if this does not result in correct identification of the presence or absence of an encoding of the optional component, but conforming encoders shall not generate such encodings.

24) **Subclause 21.6.6**

Replace subclause 21.6.6 with the following (splitting the text into a subclause 21.6.6 and a new subclause 21.6.7):

**21.6.6** The value "handle" requires that an identification handle be specified. This identification handle shall be exhibited by (the encodings of) all of the alternatives in the class, and the encoding of each alternative shall have a different value for the identification handle the encoding objects applied to each of the alternatives in the construction defined by the class in the alternatives category. The handle value sets specified by those encoding objects shall all be disjoint. (Violation of this rule is an ECN specification error, but conforming encoders are required not to generate encodings where this rule is violated.) This value specifies that a

**21.6.7** A decoder shall determine the alternative that is present by decoding the remaining parts of the encoding to produce a value for the specified identification handle. The alternative whose identification handle value set matches this value is the alternative that is present. If the end of any open container (or the end of the PDU) is reached before the identification handle can be decoded, or if the value of the identification handle does not match the handle value set of any alternative, then this is an encoding error.

NOTE – Every abstract value of a given alternative is required to have a handle value matching the handle value set of the alternative (see 22.9.2.2).

25) **Subclause 21.7.10**

Replace subclause 21.7.10 with the following:

**21.7.10** The value "handle" requires that an identification handle be specified. This identification handle shall be exhibited both by the encoding object applied to the component being repeated, and by all the encoding object applied to each possible (taking account of optionality) following element encoding class. The value of the identification handle for the element being repeated shall be different from that of all possible following element handle value sets specified by those encoding objects shall all be disjoint.

NOTE – Every abstract value of a given component is required to have a handle value matching the handle value set of the component (see 22.9.2.2).

26) **Subclause 21.15.1**

Replace subclause 21.15.1 with the following:

**21.15.1** The "HandleValueSet" type is:

```
HandleValueSet ::= CHOICE {
  bits BIT STRING,
  octets OCTET STRING,
  number INTEGER (0..MAX),
  tag ENUMERATED {any}}
```
27) Subclause 21.15.2

Replace subclause 21.15.2 with the following:

21.15.2 The "HandleValueSet" is used to specify the value offset of bit patterns (the handle value set) characterizing the encodings produced by an encoding object that exhibits an identification handle that is exhibited by particular encoding objects.

28) Subclause 21.15.3

Replace subclause 21.15.3 and its Note with the following:

21.15.3 Values of any identification handle that is exhibited by an encoding object are required to be the same for all abstract values which that encoding object encodes (see 22.9.2.2). The value of an identification handle can be used to identify the presence or absence of optional components, the choice of alternatives, the ordering of sets, or the end of a repetition. There are requirements in such circumstances that the handle values exhibited by value sets of the encoding objects applied to the different alternatives or components be distinct (see 21.5.7, 21.6.6 and 21.7.10 all disjoint (see 21.5.7, 21.6.6, 21.7.10, and 22.10.2.1), and requirements that all the possible values of the identification handle occurring in the encodings of any given alternative or component all match the specified handle value set of the encoding object applied to that alternative or component (see 22.9.2.2).

NOTE – Values of identification handles exhibited by a given encoding object can, in theory, be determined by encoding a trial value. However, to ease the implementation task, the ECN specifier is required to specify the handle value of the handle set in all cases except where (for encodings of the tag class) the value of the identification handle value set consists of a single value and depends on the tag number associated with that tag class, either directly through implicit generation from an ASN.1 tag, or by mapping from an implicitly generated structure.

29) Subclause 21.15.4

Replace subclause 21.15.4 with the following:

21.15.4 The "bits", "octets" and "number" alternatives specify the handle value as a bitstring, octetstring or integer value respectively. It is an ECN specification error if this value cannot be encoded within the number of bits specified for the identification handle (see 22.9).

30) Subclause 21.15.5

Replace subclause 21.15.5 with the following:

21.15.5 The "tag:any" alternative specifies that the handle value is determined by the number specified in an ECN encoding structure for a class in the tag category, or by the tag number mapped from an ASN.1 tag construction. It shall only be used when specifying the handle identification for the encoding of a class in the tag category.

31) New subclause 21.15.6

Insert a new subclause 21.15.6 as follows:

21.15.6 The "range" alternative specifies a range of integer values, with high greater than or equal to low.

32) New subclause 21.15.7

Insert a new subclause 21.15.7 as follows:

21.15.7 The "ranges" alternative specifies a set of ranges of integer values, each with high greater than or equal to low. One or more such ranges can be specified, and they shall not overlap.
33) New subclause 22.1.1.11

Insert a new subclause 22.1.1.11 as follows:

22.1.1.11 In a full replacement specification, if the encoding object applied to the replacement structure exhibits an identification handle (with a given handle value set), then the encoding object whose defined syntax contains the full replacement specification exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set), otherwise it does not exhibit a handle.

34) Subclause 22.5.2.5

Replace subclause 22.5.2.5 with the following and delete the Note in this subclause.

22.5.2.5 If "DETERMINED BY" is "handle", then 21.5.7 applies.

22.5.2.5 If "HANDLE" is specified, then the component whose presence is being determined, together with all following optional and the next mandatory encoding (if any) shall all be produced by encoding objects whose specifications all exhibit an identification handle with the same name as "HANDLE". The next mandatory encoding may be a component of the concatenation containing the optional component, or may be an encoding following the concatenation. The value of the identification handle shall be different for all these components.

NOTE — It is a requirement that the bits that form an identification handle shall have the same value for all abstract values encoded by an encoding object exhibiting that identification handle (see 22.9.2.2).

35) Subclause 22.5.4.4

Replace subclause 22.5.4.4 with the following:

22.5.4.4 If "DETERMINED BY" is "handle", then the decoder shall determine the value of the specified identification handle. If the value matches the value of the identification handle value set of the optional component, then the decoder shall set the conceptual value "element-is-present" to TRUE, otherwise the decoder shall set it to FALSE.

36) Subclause 22.6.2.4

Replace subclause 22.6.2.4 with the following and delete the Note in this subclause:

22.6.2.4 If "DETERMINED BY" is "handle", then 21.6.8 applies.

22.6.2.4 If "HANDLE" is specified, then all the alternatives of the encoding class in the alternatives category shall be encoded by encoding objects whose specification exhibit and define an identification handle with the same name as "HANDLE", and with the same value of the identification handle. The value of the identification handle shall be different for all these alternatives.

NOTE — It is a requirement that an identification handle shall have the same value for all abstract values encoded by an encoding object exhibiting that identification handle (see 22.9.2.2).

37) Subclause 22.6.4.4

Replace subclause 22.6.4.4 with the following:

22.6.4.4 If "DETERMINED BY" is "handle", then the decoder shall determine the value of the identification handle. This value shall be compared to the value of the identification handle value set of each of the alternatives. If none match, then the decoder shall diagnose an encoder's error. Otherwise the conceptual value "alternative-index" shall be set to the matching alternative.
38) Subclause 22.7.2.10

Replace subclause 22.7.2.10 with the following and delete the NOTE in this subclause:

22.7.2.10 If "DETERMINED BY" is "handle", then 21.7.10 applies.

22.7.2.10 If "HANDLE" is specified, then the repeated element, together with any element which (through the use of optionality) may follow the repeated element shall all be encoded by encoding objects whose specification exhibits an identification handle with the same name as "HANDLE". The value of the identification handle in the repeating element shall be different from that of any possible following element.

NOTE – It is a requirement that an identification handle shall have the same value for all abstract values encoded by an encoding object exhibiting that identification handle (see 22.9.2.2).

39) Subclause 22.7.4.8

Replace subclause 22.7.4.8 with the following:

22.7.4.8 If "DETERMINED BY" is "handle", then the decoder shall determine the value of the identification handle and attempt to decode the following element encoding (in parallel) as either a further occurrence of the repetition or as a following element encoding class, using the value of the identification handle to distinguish these alternatives. If decoding succeeds for more than one of these or for none of these, it is an encoding or a specification error.

40) Subclause 22.9.1.1

Replace subclause 22.9.1.1 with the following:

22.9.1.1 Identification handle specification uses the following encoding properties:

- exhibited-handle: PrintableString OPTIONAL DEFAULT "default-handle",
- Handle-positions: INTEGER (0..MAX) OPTIONAL,
- handle-value-set: HandleValueSet DEFAULT tag: any

41) Subclause 22.9.1.4

Replace subclause 22.9.1.4 with the following:

22.9.1.4 The purpose of this specification is to identify that an encoding object exhibits an identification handle within all its encodings (that is, for all possible abstract values that it encodes). The name of the identification handle is specified, and the bits that are associated with that identification handle. The value of the identification handle is specified by "HandleValue" and to specify its properties, which are:

a) the name of the handle;
b) the bit positions that form the handle; and
c) the possible bit patterns (for the bit positions forming the handle) occurring in the encodings produced by this encoding object (the handle value set).

42) Subclause 22.9.2.1

Replace subclause 22.9.2.1 and its Note with the following:

22.9.2.1 In any application of ECN specification, all identification handles with the same name shall specify the same set of bits for the location of the identification handle bit positions.

NOTE – There is no general requirement that the handle value sets of the identification handle exhibited by different encoding objects should be distinct, but distinct values defined in an ECN specification be all disjoint, but disjoint handle value sets are required when the identification handle is used to resolve optionality, alternative selection, or repetition termination, or ordering of sets (see 21.5.7, 21.6.6, and 21.7.10 and 22.10.2.1).
43) Subclause 22.9.2.2
Replace subclause 22.9.2.2 with the following:

**22.9.2.2** For an encoding object that exhibits an identification handle (with a given handle value set), the value of the identification handle occurring in each of the possible encodings produced by that encoding object (for all possible abstract values) shall be a member of the specified handle value set.

**22.9.2.2** The ECN specifier shall ensure that any encoding object exhibiting an identification handle produces the same value of the identification handle for every abstract value that is encoded.

44) Subclauses 22.9.2.4, 22.9.2.5 and 22.9.2.6
Delete subclauses 22.9.2.4, 22.9.2.5, and 22.9.2.6.

**22.9.2.4** If an encoding object for a class in the repetition category exhibits an identification handle, then that identification handle shall also be exhibited (with the same value) by the encoding of the repeated element.

**22.9.2.5** If an encoding object for a class in the alternatives category exhibits an identification handle, then that identification handle shall also be exhibited by (the encoding of) all alternatives, and the value of the identification handle shall be the same for all the alternatives.

**NOTE** – In this case that identification handle cannot be used for alternative determination in this alternative, and alternative determination has either to be done using a different identification handle or by some other means.

**22.9.2.6** If an encoding object for a class in the concatenation category exhibits an identification handle, then the first (if any) encoded component (or, if it is tagged, the tag), taking account of optionality, shall exhibit that identification handle with the same value.

45) Subclause 22.9.3.1
Replace subclause 22.9.3.1 with the following:

**22.9.3.1** If an encoding object exhibits an identification handle, the encoder shall check that the encoding has the value of the identification handle occurring in the encoding produced is a member of the specified handle value set, and shall diagnose a specification or application error otherwise.

46) Subclause 22.10.2.1
Replace subclause 22.10.2.1 with the following:

**22.10.2.1** If "ORDER" is "random", then "HANDLE" assumes the default value of "default-handle" if not set, and the encoding objects applied to all components shall exhibit "HANDLE" with distinct values for the identification handle. The handle value sets of those encoding objects shall all be disjoint.

47) Subclause 22.10.4.3
Replace subclause 22.10.4.3 with the following:

**22.10.4.3** If "ORDER" is "random", the decoder shall determine the order of the components by examining the value of the bits associated with "HANDLE" identification handle.

48) Subclause 22.10.4.4
Delete the first sentence of subclause 22.10.4.4. The subclause will become:

**22.10.4.4** Each component has a distinct value for the bits associated with "HANDLE" that enables the component to be identified. Decoding shall proceed until an abstract value for every component has been obtained, and a decoder shall diagnose an encoder's error if more than one encoding is identified for a component, or if unexpected values appear for identification handles during the decoding.

**NOTE** – Unexpected values can occur as part of extensibility provision, but this is not supported in this version of this Recommendation | International Standard, and such occurrences shall be treated as encoder errors.
49) Subclause 23.1.2.1

Replace subclause 23.1.2.1 with the following:

23.1.2.1 This syntax is used to define the start of the encoding space for an encoding class in the alternatives category, the determination of the alternative that has been encoded, and an optional declaration that all encodings exhibit the encoding object exhibits a specified identification handle (with distinct identification a given handle values set).

50) Subclause 23.1.2.2

Replace subclause 23.1.2.2 with the following:

23.1.2.2 If "REPLACE STRUCTURE" is set, then no other encoding property groups shall be set. If the encoding object of the replacement structure exhibits a handle (with a given handle value set), the encoding object being defined exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set – see 22.1.1.11).

51) Subclause 23.1.2.3

Replace subclause 23.1.2.3 with the following:

23.1.2.3 Encodings An encoding object of this class does not exhibit an identification handle unless "EXHIBITS HANDLE" is set (even if all the components of the defined construction exhibit an identification handle, that may or may not be the same) or unless "REPLACE STRUCTURE" is set and the encoding object of the replacement structure exhibits an identification handle (see 22.1.1.11).

52) Subclause 23.1.2.4

Replace subclause 23.1.2.4 with the following and delete the NOTE in this subclause:

23.1.2.4 If "EXHIBITS HANDLE" is set, then encodings of all the alternatives of this class are required to exhibit the encoding object exhibits the specified identification handle, and to have distinct values for that identification handle.

NOTE – This would normally require that every component had an "EXHIBITS HANDLE" set to the same value, unless a head-end insertion exhibited the identification handle (see 9.10.3).

53) Subclause 23.2.3.1

Replace subclause 23.2.3.1 with the following:

23.2.3.1 This syntax is used to define the start of the encoding space for a class in the bitstring category, the encoding of the abstract values of that class, an optional declaration that all bits encodings exhibit the encoding object exhibits a specified identification handle (with a given handle value set), and a specification of how to encode a contained type.

54) Subclause 23.2.3.4

Replace subclause 23.2.3.4 with the following:

23.2.3.4 If there is a "REPLACE STRUCTURE" clause in the #CONDITIONAL-REPETITION encoding objects, then no other parameters shall be set. If the encoding object of the replacement structure exhibits a handle (with a given handle value set), the encoding object being defined exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set – see 22.1.1.11).

55) Subclause 23.2.3.10

Replace subclause 23.2.3.10 with the following:

23.2.3.10 If "EXHIBITS HANDLE" is set, then all encodings of values associated with this class shall exhibit the encoding object exhibits the specified identification handle.

NOTE – This will in general require restrictions on the abstract values of the associated type or the addition of redundant bits in the transform into bits, or both.
56) Subclause 23.3.2.1
Replace subclause 23.3.2.1 with the following:

23.3.2.1 This syntax is used to define the start of the encoding space for a class in the boolean category, the encoding of the abstract values of that class, their positioning within the encoding space, an optional declaration that all bit encodings exhibit the encoding object exhibits a specified identification handle (with a given handle value set), and possible bit-reversal of the encoding space for the boolean.

57) Subclause 23.4.3.1
Replace subclause 23.4.3.1 with the following:

23.4.3.1 This syntax is used to define the start of the encoding space for a class in the characterstring category, the encoding of the abstract values associated with that class, an optional declaration that all chars encodings exhibit the encoding object exhibits a specified identification handle (with a given handle value set).

58) Subclause 23.4.3.4
Replace subclause 23.4.3.4 with the following:

23.4.3.4 If there is no "REPLACE STRUCTURE" clause in the #CONDITIONAL-REPETITION encoding objects, then "TRANSFORMS" shall be set. If there is a "REPLACE STRUCTURE" clause in the #CONDITIONAL-REPETITION encoding objects, then no other parameters shall be set. If the encoding object of the replacement structure exhibits a handle (with a given handle value set), the encoding object being defined exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set – see 22.1.1.11).

59) Subclause 23.4.3.9
Replace subclause 23.4.3.9 with the following:

23.4.3.9 If "EXHIBITS HANDLE" is set, then all encodings of values associated with this class shall exhibit the encoding object exhibits the specified identification handle.

NOTE – This will in general require restrictions on the abstract values of the associated type, or the inclusion of redundant bits in the encoding of each character, or both.

60) Subclause 23.5.2.1
Replace subclause 23.5.2.1 with the following:

23.5.2.1 This syntax is used to define the start of the encoding space for a class in the concatenation category, the way in which the encodings of the components are to be combined, their positioning within the encoding space, an optional declaration that all encodings exhibit the encoding object exhibits a specified identification handle (with a given handle value set), and possible bit-reversal of the encoding space.

61) Subclause 23.5.2.2
Replace subclause 23.5.2.2 with the following:

23.5.2.2 If "REPLACE STRUCTURE" is set, then no other encoding parameter groups shall be set. If the encoding object of the replacement structure exhibits a handle (with a given handle value set), the encoding object being defined exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set – see 22.1.1.11).
62) **Subclause 23.5.2.4**

Replace subclause 23.5.2.4 with the following and delete the Note in this subclause:

> 23.5.2.4 If "EXHIBITS HANDLE" is set, then the encoding of all possible abstract values associated with this class shall exhibit the defined object exhibits the specified identification handle.

**NOTE –** This would often be achieved by ensuring that the first component of the concatenation, or a head end insert, exhibited the identification handle.

63) **Subclause 23.7.2.10**

Replace subclause 23.7.2.10 with the following:

> 23.7.2.10 If "EXHIBITS HANDLE" is set, then the specifier asserts that the encoding of all values exhibits the specified identification handle.

**NOTE –** This will normally require use of "VALUE-PADDING" with justification from the left to allow the padding to exhibit the identification handle.

64) **Subclause 23.8.2.2**

Replace subclause 23.8.2.2 with the following:

> 23.8.2.2 If "REPLACE STRUCTURE" is set, then no other encoding property groups shall be set. If the encoding object of the replacement structure exhibits a handle (with a given handle value set), the encoding object being defined exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set – see 22.1.1.11).

65) **Subclause 23.9.3.1**

Replace subclause 23.9.3.1 with the following:

> 23.9.3.1 This syntax is used to define the start of the encoding space for a class in the octetstring category, the encoding of the abstract values associated with that class, an optional declaration that all octetstring encodings exhibit the encoding object exhibits a specified identification handle (with a given handle value set), a specification of how to encode a contained type.

66) **Subclause 23.9.3.4**

Replace subclause 23.9.3.4 with the following:

> 23.9.3.4 If there is a "REPLACE STRUCTURE" clause in the #CONDITIONAL-REPETITION encoding objects, then no other parameters shall be set. If the encoding object of the replacement structure exhibits a handle (with a given handle value set), the encoding object being defined exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set – see 22.1.1.11).

67) **Subclause 23.9.3.9**

Replace subclause 23.9.3.9 with the following:

> 23.9.3.9 If "EXHIBITS HANDLE" is set, then all encodings of values of this class shall exhibit the encoding object exhibits the specified identification handle.

**NOTE –** This will in general require restrictions on the abstract values of the associated type.

68) **Subclause 23.10.2.2**

Replace subclause 23.10.2.2 with the following:

> 23.10.2.2 If "REPLACE STRUCTURE" is set, then no other encoding property groups shall be set. If the encoding object of the replacement structure exhibits a handle (with a given handle value set), the encoding object being defined exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set – see 22.1.1.11).
69) Subclause 23.11.2.3

Replace subclause 23.11.2.3 with the following:

23.11.2.3 If "REPLACE STRUCTURE" is set, then no other encoding property group shall be set. If the encoding object of the replacement structure exhibits a handle (with a given handle value set), the encoding object being defined exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set – see 22.1.1.11).

70) Subclause 23.13.2.3

Replace subclause 23.13.2.3 with the following:

23.13.2.3 If "REPLACE STRUCTURE" is set, then no other encoding property groups shall be set. If the encoding object of the replacement structure exhibits a handle (with a given handle value set), the encoding object being defined exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set – see 22.1.1.11).

71) Subclause 23.13.2.4

Replace subclause 23.13.2.4 with the following:

23.13.2.4 If "EXHIBITS HANDLE" is set, this asserts that all encodings of this class exhibit the specified identification handle (see also 22.9.2.4).

72) Subclause 23.14.2.2

Replace subclause 23.14.2.2 with the following:

23.14.2.2 If "REPLACE STRUCTURE" is set, then no other specifications shall be set. If the encoding object of the replacement structure exhibits a handle (with a given handle value set), the encoding object being defined exhibits the same identification handle (with the same handle value set – see 22.1.1.11).